
Performers

We have several exciting performers who are ready to rock the stages of the Gathering! These musicians,

actors, and artists will join us in discovering and exploring what WE BELIEVE. You can catch them at Mass

Events, at the Convention Center, and in the evenings at various hotels. Right now we offer just a taste of the

performers who will be joining us. Make sure you come back to this page often for the most up-to-date list.

Andrew Witt
(Formerly played with Rough Draft)

*Website automatically plays music

Andrew Witt will perform in venues at the Convention Center, Sunday-Tuesday.

 

Mike Lewis

Mike Lewis, "The Jesus Painter," makes his return to the National

LCMS Youth Gathering. Mike will appear during Mass Events and also will

perform daily (Sunday-Tuesday) in venues at the Convention Center. 

 

 

 

 

Lost and Found

Lost and Found again brings their talents to the National LCMS Youth

Gathering. Lost and Found will be playing in venues at the Convention Center,

Sunday-Tuesday.

 

 

Remedy Drive

Remedy Drive returns to the Gathering and will play in venues at the

Convention Center, Sunday-Tuesday.
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Skit Guys

The Skit Guys will make appearances during various Mass Events and also will

perform following Mass Events in one of the Gathering hotels on Sunday,

Monday, and Tuesday.

 

 

 

Stellar Kart

Stellar Kart will play Sunday-Tuesday in the Convention Center.  

 

 
Performers are contracted for a specific Gathering task or presentation at the direction of Gathering

planners. Information on a performer's Web site may not represent the position of The Lutheran Church—

Missouri Synod in its entirety. The YMO does not necessarily suggest endorsement of the entire editorial or

theological opinion of the performer or organization.  
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